How many people do you know can say that about their job?

COURT REPORTERS AND CAPTIONERS DO!

Ask any court reporter or captioner and they will tell you that what they love most about their job is the flexibility, the potential income, the ability to help others, a different adventure every day, the opportunity to learn new things, and the honor to say they are one of only an elite group who can do what they do: Capture the written word quickly, accurately, and for posterity.

“My work is never dull. Different locations, interesting people, and varied subject matter. I learn something new every day.”

Lin Riffle, RDR, CRR, CRC, a freelance reporter in Columbus, Ohio

✔ Official Court Reporters work directly for a judge in the courts.

✔ Freelance Court Reporters work for a court reporting firm taking depositions or other proceedings outside of a courtroom setting.

✔ Broadcast Captioners provide the captions you see at the bottom of a TV screen for people who are deaf or hard of hearing. Captioners might be in the press box at a sports event or hooked up to a TV station captioning remotely from their home.

✔ CART (Communications Access Realtime Translation) Captioners provide speech-to-text for people who are deaf or hard of hearing in various settings, from classrooms to weddings and funerals, from job interviews to conferences.

Learn more at NCRA.org and DiscoverSteno.org.